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1 Executive Summary
Clinical data networking has the potential to improve patient care in various
ways. Electronic referrals could cut hospital administration times; electronic
discharge letters could help GPs provide better follow-up treatment; electronic
pathology and radiology reports could cut the delays, errors and paperwork associated with paper systems; and telemedicine could give GPs and patients access
to a wider range of specialists while cutting travelling cost and inconvenience.
One of the main obstacles to achieving these bene ts is concern among both
clinical professionals and patients about both the safety and privacy of electronic
medical information. Errors in laboratory reports or referral letters could lead
to incorrect treatment and cause harm or even death; putting clinical databases
on-line could lead to breaches of privacy; and the move from paper to electronic
records will introduce new medico-legal complexities when these records have
to be relied on in evidence.
Some networks are made physically secure, using techniques such as armoured pressurised cables. However this is very expensive, and gives a relatively
low level of assurance. It is usually more economic to protect electronic information on networks using cryptography. This includes two basic techniques:
digital signatures can help assure the safety aspects of electronic messages.
They bind a message to its originator and can detect any alteration to the
message after it has been signed;
encryption can help assure the privacy of a message by scrambling it under a
key or keys whose corresponding decryption keys are only available to the
message's authorised recipients.
The NHS Executive's Information Management group (IMG) understood
the promise of cryptography and published a strategy on it in April 1996 [85].
Following questions raised by the BMA at a meeting in May [12], some clarications were issued in [86], and in meetings with the BMA in June and July.
There are now three encryption pilots underway, of which two are administratively directed and under IMG control while the third is more attuned to clinical
needs. The IMG documents, together with the two pilots under IMG control,
provide a coherent picture of a strategy for cryptography in the NHS.
This paper examines the documents and the strategy they purvey in order
to assess its acceptability to the clinical professions. A number of problems have
become apparent.
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1. The IMG strategy pays insucient attention to the safety aspects of clinical messaging. Digital signatures are at least as important as encryption
and are the subject of European standards activity; but the strategy concentrates on encryption rst, with signatures to be added later.
2. From the privacy viewpoint, the strategy uses an incorrect threat model:
that most attacks will come from outsiders rather than insiders. This is
based on IMG security policy documents that have now been superseded
in the IMG's own thinking.
3. Whether the protection priority is encryption or signature, a means of
managing encryption keys must be provided and its structure determines
the trust relationships in the resulting system. It is prudent practice to
make electronic trust relationships mirror those in the underlying world
of professional practice, and this principle is agreed between the BMA
and the Department of Health [60]. Yet the strategy seeks to replace the
current collegiate trust in medical practice with a centralised structure:
a small number of `trusted third parties' are supposed to manage all the
keys in the system. This will impose signi cant overheads and obstruct
normal working practices, as well as being seen as a serious assault on
professional independence.
4. The estimated costs are not credible. In addition to assuming that key
management can be centralised cheaply, the strategy ignores the costs of
standards development, evaluation, system migration and training. On
the other hand, the cost of cryptographic software is set at four times the
market price. The pro ered explanation, that development and training
costs are bundled into the licence fee, appears to assume a monopoly that
would undermine the other costing assumptions.
5. The strategy is equivocal on the subject of key escrow. It initially appeared
to be an attempt to have the NHS adopt a GCHQ escrowed encryption
protocol [24] (or something similar); when asked at the June meeting
for references to suitable protocols, the GCHQ protocol's precursor [45]
was cited, and the writer interpreted the strategy document to mean that
escrow will be a requirement ([85] p 58). This interpretation was expressly
denied [86]. Yet at least one of the pilots under IMG control has the
demonstration of escrow as one of its principal goals, and progress on the
pilot under clinical control has been held up by an IMG demand that keys
be generated centrally.
6. The strategy of setting up escrowed encryption keys rst and then using
them to distribute digital signature keys means that a doctor's signature
key could be recovered without his knowledge and used to forge apparently
valid signatures. This is unacceptable on both safety and medico-legal
grounds.
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7. The encryption mechanisms proposed are unnecessarily weak by the standards of current commercial cryptography and are unlikely to inspire public or professional con dence.
8. The protocol and certi cation mechanisms that the strategy appears to
be recommending to the NHS also su er from various problems, ranging
from year 2000 compliance through diculties with replacing compromised
keys, protecting security labels on data, and conformance with European
standards. They also appear to lack the durability required for documents
that might be used in evidence many years after being signed.
9. Finally, the IMG's main cryptography strategy document contains a signi cant number of fundamental technical errors.
The heart of the matter is that the IMG cryptography strategy appears
to encourage the NHS to adopt protection mechanisms very similar to those
designed by CESG (a department of GCHQ) to protect government electronic
mail. This is admitted by Andrew Saunders, the director of CESG and a main
board director of GCHQ, in [75].
However, the GCHQ protocol mechanisms have di erent goals from those of
the clinical professions. They attempt to keep a message between two ocials
secret from third parties, but available to both their superiors (and to the police
and intelligence services) by ensuring that each ocial's departmental security
ocer has a spare copy of the key used to encrypt it. Furthermore, the key used
to `sign' the message is also available to authority. Thus if an embarrassing
message is leaked, it is always possible to claim that it was forged | perhaps by
the very security ocer whose negligence permitted the leak. We can summarise
this functionality as `secrecy with plausible deniability'.
Clinical professionals, on the other hand, require safety and privacy. The
origin and content of messages should be indisputable, whether for the purposes
of immediate clinical decision making or for litigation many years later. Patient
privacy must also be respected; GMC guidelines mean that the patient (or the
clinical professional acting as his advocate) must have control over who can read
his records [38], and this in turn means supporting access control mechanisms
that respect the organisational and professional realities of healthcare. These
safety and privacy goals are both incompatible with the GCHQ approach to
securing electronic mail.
The GCHQ approved protocol su ers from further problems [14], which it
shares with the NHS Executive's strategy insofar as this has been spelt out in
detail. For example, both assume that control will be centralised, which is not
only in con ict with professional autonomy but highly likely to be impractical in
the NHS. Ocials have been informed repeatedly by the BMA that the GCHQ
approach is unacceptable. Yet despite repeated ocial denials that escrow and
centralisation are the objectives of the NHSE strategy, we are concerned that
these very aspects of the GCHQ approach to protection are being implemented
in the Teesside pilot.
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In our view, there is no realistic prospect that the current strategy could
win the trust of patients and professionals, and thus enable the many potential
bene ts of clinical messaging to be realised.
We will now discuss the above points in detail. In sections 2{9 below, we
will discuss the points made in paragraphs 2{9 above. The point in paragraph
1, of the relative importance of encryption and signature, will be discussed in
section 6 below as it turns out to be closely related with point 6.

2 Threat Model
When considering the implications of networking clinical systems together, IMG
originally assumed that the main additional threat would be external `hackers'
[53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59].
The BMA rst pointed out in [6] that this was mistaken, and that the great
majority of incidents would probably be due to abuse of authorised access by
insiders. Further BMA documents discuss the issue in more detail [8, 9, 10].
The view that most attacks will be internal rather than external was con rmed
in a study commissioned by IMG from the CCTA which reckoned that only
6% of attacks would be due to outsiders [58]. It has recently been further
con rmed by MI5, whose UNIRAS unit now handles the reporting of computer
security incidents in civil government; the head of UNIRAS stated that only 2%
of attacks on UK government systems in 1994/5 were due to outsiders [33].
The head of IMG has since conceded that insiders pose the main threat, and
that the former threat model no longer re ects government thinking [73]. This
change of view needs to be incorporated into the cryptography strategy, which
currently maintains that `current concerns about NWN security are centred on
two main threats: the possibility of unauthorised individuals logging on to the
network (and) the possibility of eavesdropping on network trac' (p 10).
There is a serious engineering issue here. One of the most important tasks
in systems engineering is to maintain synchrony between the many documents
involved in a typical information systems project | such as the user requirements document, the hazard analysis, the performance benchmarks, the technical speci cation, the source code, the manuals and the operators' training
material. When this vital synchrony is lost | as, for example, when modi cations are made to a system without this being re ected in the speci cation and
manuals | then problems can be expected to occur.
After IMG accepted that their initial threat model was wrong, the BMA
asked them to issue an amended set of policy documents, starting with the
`NWN Threats and Vulnerabilities' [54], then leading on to a top level information systems security policy to replace [53], a data security policy to replace
[55], and so on through [56, 57, 58] to the reference manual [59].
However, IMG refused to update their documents. This is unacceptably
poor systems engineering practice; it has led to the adoption of a cryptography
policy founded on assumptions that ocials claim to have abandoned. Under
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the circumstances, the writers of this policy cannot be held wholly to blame for
the erroneous direction of their document.
Methodological confusion can also be seen in the NWCS pilot, which appears
to have been substantially completed before a risk analysis was attempted, and
it was discovered that the CRAMM methodology used for this could not cope
with encryption [62]. A risk analysis should precede the detailed technical speci cation of a system, let alone its implementation.
The real hazards to the safety and privacy of clinical information are discussed in [9]. They are the risk that clinical messages may become corrupted,
whether accidentally or maliciously, and the lack of adequate access control
mechanisms in heterogeneous distributed systems. This analysis leads naturally
to the BMA's security policy [8] which describes the requirements for cryptography: to protect the safety of clinical messages (using digital signatures), and to
protect their privacy (using encryption to support access control). A secondary
objective is to assure the medical-legal reliability of electronic health records.
The prevention of eavesdropping by third parties is of minor importance. If
it were the primary objective, then the expenditure of over ten million pounds
could not be justi ed, as there is so far no known NHS case of wiretapping
leading either to a nancial loss or a privacy compromise. (There are however
a number of cases where information has been corrupted or misrouted.)
These considerations have been at the forefront of debate since the BMA
policy was published in January 1996. Yet the IMG strategy ignores them,
and repeats the view that concern focuses on outsiders (as in the statement on
unauthorised logon and eavesdropping quoted above).
After this inconsistency was pointed out to ocials in May, a second document claimed that their `work has not assumed any particular threat model'
([86], p 2). This is hard to reconcile with the statement quoted above; with the
statement on p 24 of the strategy that encryption guidance `would have to be
written in the context of the current Data Networking Security Policy, Guidelines and Codes of Connection'; and the statement on p 42 that `care must be
taken to ensure that (cryptography) does not interfere with or run across the
desired access control systems'. It is also contrary to good cryptographic engineering practice: the design of cipher systems should take into consideration
the environment in which they operate and the kinds of attack that may be
expected ([18], chapter 8).
The requirement that encryption should support access control was conceded
by the IMG at the June meeting. We will return later to the technical aspects
of linking encryption with access control.
There appears to be further confusion about whether cryptography should
protect trac on local as well as wide area networks. On p 8 it is said that
eavesdropping and tampering on LANs should be dealt with using di erent
controls, but p 42 claims that encryption `can be used to address security needs
which exist outside the NWN, including the encryption of data transmitted over
other networks such as local LANs'.
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In addition, the discussion of the threat model uctuates somewhat over
pages 10{12. On page 10 we learn that after `strong authentication' is in place,
`Addressing the remaining eavesdropping threat is the subject of the present
study'. On the next page the threat model includes `repudiation of a message
sent earlier by the sender (for example, the potential disowning of a negligent
pathology result)'. Yet by p 12 the conclusion has been reached that `con dentiality is seen to be the widest requirement. This justi es the requested approach
which was of focusing rst on the encryption solution and then examining ways
by which the encryption solution could be extended'. Whether the request for
this approach was made by IMG or by GCHQ is not stated. We shall return to
the importance of the order of encryption and signature, and its implications
for policy, in section 6.
Lack of clarity about threats and protection goals extends to the NWCS
pilot. The ethical objection to NWCS is that it creates a large centralised
database, outside clinical control, that contains highly sensitive information
(such as treatments for HIV and terminations of pregnancy), that identi es
patients fully, and that contains information on most of the population. The
US experience suggests that once such a database has been created, there will be
inexorable pressures for legitimised access by all kinds of interests, starting with
researchers and proceeding via policemen and social security fraud investigators
to insurance companies and credit reference agencies. The encryption of data
enroute to such a facility is irrelevant to these concerns.
Furthermore, where a system has a star topology (as with the NWCS where
many healthcare providers feed data to one contractor), there is no need for
elaborate public key management schemes; and where the Secretary of State
owns all the data anyway, there is no visible purpose served by key escrow
(which we will discuss more fully in the next section).

3 Trust Structure
Probably the most important architectural issue is the structure of trust. By
this we mean how we organise the mechanisms whereby a principal nds out
that a particular key may be used for some given purpose. It is well known that
trust structures in the electronic world should mirror those in the underlying
business or professional practice [71], and as we noted above, this has been
agreed in principle between the BMA and the NHS. In this section we would
like to consider in more detail precisely what this means, and what it implies
for the NHSE's proposed cryptography strategy.
To take a simple example, private investigators obtain personal health information unlawfully by telephoning either the GP or the health authority of the
target of their investigation, and claiming to be a hospital doctor involved in the
target's emergency care. Such enquiries pose a dilemma: should the GP reveal
sensitive information to an unidenti ed caller and risk a breach of privacy, or
withhold it and risk that the patient will come to harm?
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This is a live problem; one health authority that has taken the trouble to
train sta to use careful telephone procedures [7] is now detecting about thirty
false pretext telephone calls per week [41]. This indicates that over a hundred
thousand such incidents take place nationwide per annum; most of them go
undetected because of the cost and inconvenience of maintaining a high level of
sta awareness and telephone discipline.
A cheaper and more convenient solution is possible with secure electronic
mail. A hospital doctor who needs information can authenticate himself by
digitally signing the request; the GP can check the signature and then encrypt
the response using an encryption key that was sent with the signed request,
and whose corresponding decryption key is known to the hospital doctor. The
problem is now how the GP should recognise the signature as belonging to a
bona de hospital doctor.
The use of `certi cation authorities' (CAs) is one established way to manage
cryptographic keys. An example is given by the new SET protocols for credit
card transactions over the Internet; each bank (or group of banks) will establish
a service to which customers can send their encryption keys (and the veri cation
keys corresponding to their digital signature keys) and have them certi ed. This
certi cation has the e ect of binding a customer's keys to his or her account
number.
But the solution proposed by IMG is to use a `trusted third party' (TTP), or
a small number of them, rather than CAs. TTPs di er from CAs in that they
retain copies of the private decryption keys in order to provide government access
to encrypted trac if required. They are an initiative of the US government
whose objective is to bring the civil use of cryptography under the control of
the US government and its allies.
The rationale o ered for TTP services is usually as follows. Cryptography is
about secrecy; secret communications could help criminals escape detection; so
the government must have some means of decrypting everybody's trac; and,
as a quid pro quo, the government can provide a means for users of the Internet
to identify each other. So the proposed solution is that TTPs certify users'
public encryption keys, while retaining copies of their private decryption keys
for use by police and other government agencies.
In the UK, the TTP initiative was launched by the DTI last year, and at
a meeting called by the Ministry of Defence on the 27th June to publicise it,
a DTI spokesman stated that a condition of TTP licensing would be that all
keys used for con dentiality services should be escrowed, i.e. copies would be
retained by the TTP and made available to the authorities on demand.
We will discuss the privacy, safety and medico-legal aspects of escrow in more
detail in section 5 below. The point we wish to make here is that regardless of
whether we are dealing with a TTP or a CA, the number of such services has a
signi cant impact on the usability and thus the cost of the system.
The NHSE's main strategy document strongly favour a single TTP, or a
small number of them, for the whole of the NHS. Although it does allow for the
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possibility that there might be more than one such service, the thrust of the
argument assumes that there will be one, and the detailed costings supplied on
pp 29 imply that there will be at most two (four full time sta equivalent per
TTP, and a total budget of eight).
This represents a massive centralisation of the current structures of trust in
medicine, which as pointed out in [8] are collegiate rather than bureaucratic.
Signing a doctor's key is the electronic equivalent of recognising that a doctors is in fact a registered medical practitioner. This function is, of course,
carried out by the General Medical Council which holds the register of all persons quali ed and licensed to practice medicine. Consequently, any government
move to set up a national medical TTP could be seen as subsuming one of the
essential independent roles of the General Medical Council.
After this point was raised in discussions with ocials in May, the supplementary strategy document claimed that the GMC had been suggested in
internal discussions as the natural location of the TTP ([86] p 9). We understand that it was argued to the GMC that so long as they had `control' of the
TTP it did not really matter who actually operated it. These arguments are of
great concern; if they prevail, the e ect would be to put key management under
nominal clinical control but with the day to day administration in the hands of
the NHS Executive, or possibly even a privatised service provider.
The desire of the UK and other governments to centralise trust appears
tightly bound up with the key escrow agenda. The GCHQ secure email document declares and intention to centralise all state sector TTPs at the department
level, except where geographic dispersal prevents this, and have GCHQ personnel operate them, at least initially [24]. The US National Security Agency, which
is driving the whole TTP programme worldwide, attempted to specify ISAKMP
| the future key management protocol for the Internet | in such a way that
there could be at most 65536 certi cation authorities or trusted third parties
in the world. This attempt has now failed. The reason for the attempted centralisation is clear | governments feel that a small number of key management
centres would be easier for them to control.
However, even if it had been the intention of government to have professional registration bodies act as TTPs without external assistance, then surely
provision would have been made in the strategy for more than two of them.
There would have to be at least one (and for reliability reasons preferably two)
for each registrable professional group, i.e. two for doctors, two for nurses, two
for dentists, and so on.
But in the Teesside encryption pilot, there will be a single TTP operated
initially by BT [81]; their key management scheme is to be adapted from that
used in the Clearing pilot. Centralisation appears to be assumed.
Experience from the banking sector has shown that in organisations with
decentralised personnel management, centralising trust is dicult, expensive
and fragile. The writer advised a bank with 25,000 employees, managed through
seven regional personnel oces, trying to administer mainframe passwords at
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a central site. With thirty sta and much message passing to and from the
regions, the task was just about feasible, but was an inecient way of running
things and coped poorly with emergencies. Imposing such a solution on about a
million sta in the thousands of NHS and supporting organisations would result
in signi cant risks, costs and service degradation.
As a general principle, keys should be managed where the personnel management is done, and especially so where keys are used to support access control.
In New Zealand, for example, a proposal to have doctors' keys managed by ofcials in the local district hospitals turned out to be impractical. The overhead
of calling the hospital for keys to be issued or revoked with every temporary
sta change was not supportable. It is now proposed that keys there should
be managed at the practice level [40]. In the UK, with some 12,000 general
practices, hospitals and community care facilities, centralised key management
is even less likely to be workable.
So for practical reasons, cryptographic keys will have to be managed at the
provider level. This means developing CA software that can be used by general
practices to certify keys for their sta . A consequence of this will be that access
by the police and by other government bodies such as social services and bene t
agencies to clinical records will involve the knowledge and cooperation of at least
one member of clinical sta at the provider | as is the case at present with
manual records and standalone computer systems. This will accord with the
agreement that future trust structures should re ect existing ones.
It is unthinkable that the Government would wish to change this arrangement and permit access to practice databases without the partners being aware
of the intrusion, as this would represent a very signi cant change in trust relationships and would create extensive public alarm. The EC Data Protection
Directive would have to be considered, as would the Data Protection Registrar's
recent comments on key escrow to the e ect that under section 8.2 of the European Convention on Human Rights, the invasion of privacy is permissible only
where there is a `pressing social need' [35].
No reasoned argument has been made for changing the current ethical provisions for access to medical information which currently give patients control over
who has access to their records. The BMA's security principles are designed to
give patients authority over the data ows originating from their records. The
BMA will resist any moves that undermine this approach.

4 Cost Estimates
The NHSE's cryptography strategy includes a number of fairly detailed costings. However, these lack credibility for a number of reasons. We have already
mentioned the lack of provision for software integration of hardware crypto functions under `Global Cost Model 1' (p 38); there are many more omissions and
dubious assumptions.
For example, the strategy assumes that there will be one, or at most two,
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`trusted third party' key management centres, with all the key management
tasks performed by eight full time sta equivalent. Assuming two million personnel changes in the NHS each year (hirings, rings, and moves), this would
entail each member of sta administering about a hundred key changes per hour,
which is perhaps an order of magnitude more than what could be achieved with
even fairly cursory checking of credentials and entitlements. So even under IMG
assumptions, the number of sta needed would be more like a hundred.
But these assumptions are suspect on a number of grounds. According
to the strategy, the TTP centre or centres would not be sta ed at evenings
and weekends. So if a key were compromised on Friday evening, it could not
be revoked until Monday | leaving the attacker a whole weekend to attack
systems, steal personal health information, forge prescriptions, and so on. This
is not acceptable. Even in the banking sector, where lives are not usually at
risk, a 24-hour revocation facility is considered essential; a bank in Germany
that did not provide one was held to be liable for card fraud [84].
Furthermore, as discussed above, there would be an enormous overhead in
administering a centralised key management system. A GP who hired a locum
for the day would presumably have to call the key management centre to get key
material issued so that the locum could be added to the relevant access control
lists. Assuming that the phone were answered, and assuming that there were
no hitches, and assuming that ten requests could be handled per hour (which
would be brisk), then the GP would still have spent perhaps ten minutes on the
operation. This has also not been budgeted for.
In reality, as discussed above, there will be not one certi cation authority
but many. The strategy takes no account of this in its costings. Nor does it
attempt to make explore the cheaper functional alternatives.
A second cost issue is standards development. The report does not budget for
this either. The issue having been raised, the supplementary strategy document
claims that standards costs had been included in the $100 per user estimated
licence fee for encryption software. This price is indeed high, as the supplier
of the encryption software for GP-provider links is charging only $25 and PGP
can be licensed for SFr30 (under $20); so the explanation appears plausible.
However it was not made explicit in the strategy document, and in any case
raises the question of whether a monopoly provision of cryptographic services
is likely or indeed necessary for the standards work to be done. The long term
cost implications for the NHS of such a monopoly also need to be considered.
A third missing cost is training. On p 30, the strategy document asserts that
cryptographic security can be implemented without signi cant expenditure on
user training, and on p 53 that the entire operation of cryptographic security
can be made invisible to the user. This contradicts both commonsense and a
talk given by IMG's senior adviser at ESORICS 94 in Brighton.
A fourth missing cost is that of system migration. Introducing new ways
of doing things is never free; yet the strategy's line is that `much of the above
project manpower could be provided by the NHS from its own sta resources'.
In other words, the stated costs apply to items such as equipment purchase and
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security consultancy. The strategy appears to ignore the fact that a large part
of NHS computing is contracted out, and that `own sta resources' are meagre.
Even where they exist, they still have to be paid for.
A fth missing cost is evaluation. The report contains no budgetary provision for the assessment and testing of cryptographic products or implementations; it simply contains items such as `HISS | 6 systems at $75K' (p 39).
But evaluation of these changes is necessary and expensive. The report suggests
the use of ITSEC [43]; yet an ITSEC evaluation costs in the range of $100,000
to $1,000,000 depending on the product's complexity. At only $100,000 per
system, evaluation will more than double the gures in `Global Cost Model 2'.
When tackled on this point in the June meeting, IMG agreed that evaluation costs had been omitted, stating that ITSEC evaluation was in their view an
expensive and unnecessary piece of bureaucracy. This view would not be supported by the director of CESG, according to whom almost all products submitted for ITSEC evaluation have had serious vulnerabilities found and corrected,
with some products having as many as twenty [74]. In our experience too, the
large majority of system security failures result from errors in implementation
or operation that are discovered by chance and exploited in an opportunist way
[3, 13]. Reducing the incidence and severity of these blunders is the purpose
and function of evaluation. Ignoring evaluation will not only lead to incorrect
and inadequate budgeting, but is also at odds with both government policy and
best practice.
For all of the above reasons, we believe that the IMG's cost estimates are
not robust and will not stand up to the Public Accounts Committee's scrutiny.
A realistic strategy must recognise the need to defend cost estimates from this
standpoint.

5 Key Escrow
As mentioned above, the question of `trusted third parties' is the main policy
issue before the cryptologic community at present, and this is part of the wider
issue of key escrow. Should cryptographic keys be held in `escrow', which means
using some mechanism (that might involve third parties) so that the cryptography becomes transparent to law enforcement and other government agencies?
The US government has made four signi cant attempts so far to get users of
cryptography to adopt key escrow of one kind or another. The TTP initiative
is merely the latest of these; the history of this project in the USA, and the
national policy concerns behind it, are described in a recent report from the US
National Academy of Sciences [27].
As the NHS's strategy document o ered advice on the rami cations of adopting cryptography, its views on escrow would have been of great interest. But
`escrow' is not discussed; instead, a euphemism (`key recovery') is used, and
on p 58 the strategy document states that `NHS should consider ... whether it
wishes to implement the key recovery capability within it or not'. The implica11

tion that I, as a security professional, drew from this wording is that escrow will
be implemented and that the only question is whether the keys will be held by
the NHS or by another government department such as GCHQ.
In response to this, the statement [86] was made that `Nowhere do we state
or imply that either doctors' encryption keys or signing keys should be escrowed'.
In support of this we are pointed to another excerpt from the original strategy
which mentions the possibility of omitting key escrow but designing the system
so that it can be added later. This gives rise to almost as much concern. The
writer of the strategy has since stated categorically at a public meeting [51]
that medical keys would not be escrowed, and a senior ocial stated at the
June meeting that there would be no key escrow in the pilot [52].
However the encryption pilot in Teesside appears to focus on demonstrating
the capability to do key recovery despite ocially having a broader scope than
this [36]. The key management scheme involves RSA keypairs being generated
by a single TTP run by BT Syntegra; both the signed public key (in X.509
certi cate format), and the private key, are then sent to the user [15]. Thus
private keys, for both signature and encryption, are available to the TTP for
escrow. This key management system is derived from the NHS Clearing service
pilot [81], so we can assume that the Clearing pilot also uses escrow.
Finally, the GPPL pilot was held up for a while by an IMG demand that
doctors' signing keys be generated centrally, and is still handicapped by a lack
of clarity about what key management mechanisms will be acceptable to the
NHS Executive.
We note that the NHSE document says (p 45) that the strategy for cryptographic algorithms and key management will have to be con rmed before the
pilots commence. But even though the pilots are well underway, the strategy
for cryptographic algorithms and key management would not appear to have
been con rmed.
The following selected series of events and developments may be indicative
of changing attitudes to cryptography in the UK government:






in 1994, John Major stated in a parliamentary written reply to David
Shaw MP that no further restrictions on encryption were envisaged in the
UK;
by mid 1995, a proposed key escrow architecture developed by Royal Holloway appeared at an Australian conference [45], and a senior GCHQ man
was on hand to support a proposed Australian escrow policy [65]. After
a aw in the protocol was pointed out at this conference, an amended
version of the scheme was published [46];
following press reports of imminent European introduction of key escrow
[66] [83], the EU's crypto policy body, SOGIS (the senior ocials' group,
information security) asked in November 1995 for a Council decision to
spend 25 million ECUs to establish a European network of TTPs [79];
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by February 1996 the trade press was reporting that the US | together
with France and Britain | was pushing the other countries in the OECD
to adopt a common line on the use of TTPs for key escrow [26];
in April 1996, the NHS encryption strategy was published and referred to
`a number of necessary National Policy decisions were ... by CESG in the
last months of 1995' (p 57);
on the 10th June the government announced that it would set up a licensing scheme for trusted third party services [69] [70];
when this policy was presented at a public meeting on the 27th June, a
government spokesman said that escrowing of con dentiality keys would
be mandatory [42]. He also made clear that the controls would focus on
small-to medium enterprises and individuals rather than on large companies. Large companies would be exempt; the rationale given for this was
that organisations with enough assets would be responsive to warrants.

We sincerely hope that it is not the position of government that hospitals and
general practices would not be responsive to warrants. Yet despite clear denials
that key escrow was intended or would be introduced, persistent attempts are
still being made to introduce it via the crypto pilots.
This is unlikely to win the con dence of either public or professions. It also
breaches the agreement that the electronic trust structure should re ect existing
practice | under which to medical records by policemen, social workers, bene t
agency employees and other government servants involves the knowledge and
agreement of the clinician having responsibility for the patient, and therefore
with the knowledge and consent of the patient unless the law speci cally provides
otherwise.

6 Order of introducing encryption and signature
The IMG strategy claims on p 13 that authentication and signature are not only
a secondary requirement, but one which should be tackled after encryption is
in place. On p 18, it considers signature to be only a `possible requirement'. If
signature is indeed required, then the system `could be extended cost-e ectively
to support these additional security services' (p 13). The decision to introduce
encryption rst and signature second is repeated elsewhere (e.g., p 59). This
closely follows GCHQ's strategy for secure email [24].
The IMG/GCHQ approach is wrong and dangerous. If escrowed encryption
is used to distribute signature keys, then these signature keys become known
to (or at least discoverable by) the authorities. So doctors' signatures could be
forged by authority, or by third parties to whom the signature or escrow keys
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had been leaked. Safety would be at risk and the evidential force of digital
signatures would be greatly reduced.
What should happen is that a clinician should generate a pair of keys | a
private signature key, and a public signature veri cation key | and send the
public key to a certi cation authority to be signed. But the GCHQ protocol
does not support a mechanism for transporting keys from the user to authority. There is merely a `token' that is used to convey both private and public
keys from authority to the user. Despite IMG's many assurances that neither
encryption nor signature keys will be escrowed, and an assurance in [86] that
`current discussion about escrowing keys relates only to encryption keys and not
to signature keys', the Teesside pilot takes the GCHQ approach. Signature keys
are generated by the TTP (in that case, BT) and then copies of them are given
to doctors. BT thus acquires the capability to forge doctors' signatures, thus
redoubling the threat of insider access that encryption mechanisms should be
helping to combat.
Even if privacy keys are eventually required by law to be escrowed, the
keys used for digital signature and for other forms of authentication must be
treated di erently. The government clearly has diculty understanding this
point, despite its being raised in numerous fora by the BMA and others. So it
is worth explaining explicitly.
The stated purpose of key escrow is to enable government employees to
monitor the contents of encrypted trac (and, in some escrow schemes, to
facilitate data recovery if users lose or forget their keys). Its stated purpose does
not include allowing government employees to create forged legal documents. It
would be highly undesirable if they were able to use this access to forge contracts
or purchase orders: the scope for insider fraud and conspiracy to pervert the
course of justice would be immense.
Any police ocer will appreciate that if he can get copies of a suspect's bank
statements, then perhaps he can use them in evidence; but if he can tracelessly
forge cheques, then the suspect will argue that all the evidence was simply forged
by the police. So if there is any possibility that a digital signature might be
needed as evidence, then the key used to create it must not be escrowed.
In fact, we would go further than this: keys which are used only for authentication (rather than non-repudiation) should not be escrowed either.
For example, suppose that some piece of equipment (e.g. a telephone exchange, or a ventilator in an ICU) is controlled remotely, and message authentication codes are used to protect the integrity of control messages. Even if these
messages are not retained for the purposes of evidence, it is clearly important
to distinguish between authorising a law enforcement ocer to monitor what is
going on and authorising him to operate the equipment. If authentication keys
are escrowed, then the ability to monitor and the ability to create seemingly
authentic control messages become inseparable: this is almost certainly a bad
thing. Returning to the medical context, it is unlikely that either doctors or
patients would be happy with a system that allowed the police to forge prescriptions, or Pensions Agency ocials to assume control of life support equipment.
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We doubt that any government minister who understands this danger would
wish to expose himself and his ocials in such a way.
In such applications, we need an infrastructure of signature keys that is
as trustworthy as we can make it. Bootstrapping the trust structure from a
system of escrowed privacy keys is completely unacceptable on both safety and
medico-legal grounds.

7 Strength of Encryption Mechanisms
According to present government guidelines, information whose compromise
could threaten human life directly must be classi ed `Secret'; there are certainly medical records that fall in this category. Yet the Red Pike algorithm
which the NHS strategy recommends (and which is being used in the Teesside
pilot) is only evaluated to `Restricted' | two whole grades below. As its keys
are only 64 bits long, it is already vulnerable to keysearch by large organisations,
and will be open to attack by individuals within 10{15 years at most. The NHS
Executive's own documents estimate the life of Red Pike at only ve years. In
addition, it does not command the con dence of the cryptographic community.
It is worth while discussing these points in more detail.

7.1 Capability of attackers
As already mentioned, the choice of protection mechanisms must be informed
by an analysis of the attacks that are likely to be made, and the length of time
for which the information must be protected (the `cover time'). This is a basic
security engineering principle, and one the IMG's senior adviser discusses in his
book [18]. We will discuss in turn the capability of opponents, and the cover
time appropriate for medical data.
The IMG strategy states that encryption using single-round DES, with 56
bit keys, is not at present enough. The key length of DES is a well discussed
problem that was rst raised by Die and Hellman shortly after that algorithm
was proposed as a standard [31]. If we attack DES by trying all the possible
keys, then we will on average have to test 255 of them before we nd the right
one. Now 255 = 220 x 220 x 215 , and 220 is about a million; so a custom machine
with a million processors, each capable of testing a million keys a second, could
break a DES key in less than a day.
A 1993 analysis, assuming the faster chips available by then, argues that a
machine built for $1m could break a DES key in about three hours; and it can
be expected that within the next few months, the rst public announcement of
a successful DES keysearch will be made. A US company, in order to promote
the use of a block cipher called RC5, has o ered a number of public rewards
for successful keysearch against ciphers of varying keylengths. A 40 bit key was
found in 3.5 hours, and a 48 bit key in 13 days | in both cases using software
on a number of machines in parallel. An attempt on their 56 bit DES challenge
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key is now getting underway, and a recent technical innovation allows DES keys
to be searched 3{5 times more quickly than was previously the case [16].

7.2 Nature of attackers
The IMG strategy is not completely clear about the opponents from whom
the con dentiality of personal health information is to be protected. According to the IBM taxonomy, these opponents could be naive outsiders (such as
undergraduate hackers at American universities), sophisticated insiders (such
as the IT sta of an NHS supplier attacking a system to obtain competitive
information) and funded organisations (such as a foreign national intelligence
organisation seeking to obtain personal health information on MPs and senior
ocials for the purposes of blackmail) [1]. If the aim to to prevent `anybody'
getting hold of information (as stated on page 12), then one must assume that
the opponents include funded organisations.
The best assessment of national intelligence agency capabilities that we can
make is as follows:




56 bit keys are routinely found and have been for years;
64 bit keys can be found with some e ort;
80 bit keys could be found using unreasonable e ort (i.e., comparable to
the Apollo project)

So an assumption that opponents could include national intelligence agencies
is not compatible with a 64 bit key length. Assuming a well designed algorithm,
a 64 bit key could probably not at present be found by an average individual
attacker using keysearch. Such an attacker might just be able to nd a 56 bit
key if he were to sell his house to pay for the equipment, so the strategy's claim
that 56 bits are too few and 64 bits are enough, is consistent with a threat model
consisting of average individuals only.
The NHS Executive appears to be already aware of this problem. According
to the NWCS pilot board minutes, it was estimated that ve years was the
operational life of Red Pike [61]. It does not seem prudent to deploy a system
that will on its own advocates' admission be obsolete by the time it is fully
elded.

7.3 Cover time
However, even if we assume that Red Pike will be replaced by something better
in 2002 (and that this can be done without undue expense or disruption to
elded systems), it still does not follow that 64 bit keys are adequate to protect
medical trac today. The reason for this is that some of today's messages must
be protected for a long time.
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According to Moore's law, computing capability doubles every eighteen months.
Thus the extra eight bits of protection a orded by using 64 bit rather than 56
bit keys translates into an extra twelve years of protection. Otherwise put, the
capabilities of individuals lag slightly more than a decade behind those of governments; and if governments can already nd 64 bit keys today, then individual
attackers will be in the same position in 2010 at the latest.
But how long does medical data need to be protected?
Consider the e ects of a revelation being made today that a senior Cabinet
Minister had been treated for venereal disease while a teenager. This could
clearly do harm, and clinicians seek to protect patients from such harm where
practical. The timespan of protection required could, in such cases, be about a
human lifespan | say 70 years. (It could be even longer in the case of genetic
information.)
This translates into key lengths in the range of 112 bits (as o ered by the
standard variant of triple DES) through to 128 bits (as o ered by algorithms
such as WAKE, SAFER SK-128 and RC4).
A similar argument to the above can be found in a standard textbook on
cryptography [77], which recommends a key length of 128 bits for personal
information.

7.4 Cost of strong mechanisms
The cost of implementing this level of protection against keysearch is not signi cantly di erent from that of providing much weaker protection. Indeed, the
`40-bit' version of RC4 alluded to in the NHS strategy and rightly described as
being weak, is actually a perfectly acceptable 128-bit algorithm | but 88 of
its key bits are sent in the clear in export versions of many US programs as a
condition of export licencing.
There is no technical reason why strong protection should cost any more,
and thus the IMG strategy's recommendation that a 64 bit algorithm should
be used when 128 bit algorithms are available in the public domain makes no
sense from the engineering point of view. It is also unlikely to inspire con dence
in the public and the clinical community, once security professionals have the
opportunity to spell this out in plain English.

7.5 Con dence in mechanisms
In addition to the 64 bit key length of the Red Pike algorithm, there is the
problem that it is unpublished. There is strong and historically justi ed scepticism in the cryptographic community of secret mechanisms; it was enunciated
as long ago as 1883 that the security of a cryptographic system should lie in
the choice of the key rather than the obscurity of the algorithm [49], and this
principle has stood the test of time [48]. The use of an unpublished algorithm
runs directly counter to this.
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At the June meeting, the IMG put its con dence in the crypto community's
accepting Red Pike because of its provenance. We were highly sceptical of this
claim, given the cryptographic community's historical preference for mechanisms that have withstood extensive peer review, and also because of the errors
in GCHQ's email security protocol [14]. We therefore tested the IMG's claim
by asking the following ve questions of the sixty or so people who attended
the cryptology and computer security sections of a 1996 Isaac Newton Institute research programme. These delegates had been selected by a programme
committee as the most eminent researchers in the eld.
1. Which course of action is in your view more likely to win the con dence
of the public and the crypto community in the privacy of medical data
communications: the UK government proposal to use Red Pike, or the
BMA suggestion to choose from among the existing stock of public domain
algorithms?
2. Do you consider that the Red Pike algorithm has the con dence of the
cryptographic community?
3. Do you consider it likely that the Red Pike algorithm will win this con dence?
4. Do you consider it likely that the Red Pike algorithm will ever win public
con dence?
5. Do you consider it prudent for the BMA to accept, sight unseen, an unpublished encryption algorithm which will subsequently be made available
in software?
The BMA was unanimously supported on questions (1), (2) and (5). There
was strong majority support on the other two; the minority said that once the
algorithm was published (deliberately or otherwise) it might gain acceptance if
it attracted and resisted serious attack e orts.
The IMG strategy states that the encryption algorithm chosen must be acceptable to the cryptographic community (p 56), and the people canvassed in
the above test are the opinion leaders in that community. So it would seem that
the use of Red Pike is incompatible with this eminently sensible goal.

8 Protocol Problems
Recently the NHS Executive has been urging providers to ensure that they can
deal with the year 2000 problem. Yet the encryption pilots use a mechanism |
X.509 certi cates | which has only a two digit date eld.
X.509 has other problems. It was originally designed an an authentication
protocol, with non-repudiation added as an afterthought. As a result, the support that it o ers for digital signatures is less than ideal. Its trust model may
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be thought of as similar to a credit card | certi cates have an expiry date (like
credit cards) and there is a `certi cate revocation list' of revoked certi cates
(like the hot card list of a credit card company).
This trust model has a number of limitations, including:
1. X.509 certi cates vouch for identities rather than roles. This may be
enough for retail commerce, but in healthcare it is common for an individual to have a number of distinct roles: the same person may be
simultaneously a patient, a GP, a coroner and a board member of a local
NHS trust. Identity certi cates are not adequate to support this..
Roles are also of great value in reducing the cost of administration. If a
bank has 50,000 sta and 100 separate applications on its system, and one
tried to administer each user's access rights separately, then this would involve managing 5,000,000 bits of security state, which would be expensive
and error prone. However, all but a handful of sta can have their access
rights completely speci ed by allocating them to one of a small number
of roles, such as `teller' and `assistant branch accountant'.
2. X.509 does not support dual control. It will often be desirable for doctors'
keys to be signed by more than one certi er; we envisage that a typical
doctor's working key would be signed by a long-term personal key that was
in turn signed by the GMC, and also by the hospital or general practice
where he or she was employed [12]. In this way we can ensure that the
medico-legal aspects of electronic trust are made explicit; both the doctor
and the provider are liable for actions taken.
Dual control is also important to prevent the compromise of a single certi er causing the entire system to fail: so long as a certi cate still has
one trustworthy signature, it can still be used. Such robustness is a vital
attribute of medical systems.
3. In X.509, certi cate revocation is the sole responsibility of whoever created
the certi cate in the rst place. This is less than optimal in healthcare,
where there are good reasons to want some certi cates to be issued by
one principal and revoked if necessary by others. For example, a hospital
doctor's certi cate should be able to be revoked by the hospital (in case
he leaves or is dismissed), by himself (in case he resigns), and by the GMC
(in the event that he is struck o ).
4. X.509 o ers poor support for signatures that must persist for a long time,
such as the signatures on archived medical records and other legal documents that might be the subject of dispute many years after all the
relevant certi cates have expired.
At the very least, if X.509 is to be used, then health service speci c extensions will have to be developed, tested and agreed. But it is prudent to note
that although X.509 certi cates are being introduced in a number of electronic
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commerce applications, there is a growing realisation that the standard is inadequate for more general use, and alternatives are being developed. (The front
runner at present appears to be Microsoft's SDSI.)
It is also prudent to note that although the computer and communications
industries are merging, their standards processes have not. Where there is a
con ict, the computer industry standard usually wins. There are several reasons
for this. To succeed, a communications standard must be supported by a wide
range of computer systems; and the product cycle of computer companies is
about fteen months compared with fteen years for phone companies.
The NHS already has expensive experience of this con ict. A policy to
have X.400 (the phone company standard) adopted for electronic messaging is
encountering resistance, as computer companies | and independent users such
as GPs | at present see much more relevance to their business needs with
SMTP instead. This mistake should not be repeated with certi cates.
The IMG strategy inherits from X.509 the lack of support for necessary
features such as year 2000 compliance, roles, dual control, and long-lived documents. However the GCHQ protocol, if adopted in its entirety, would introduce
other problems too.
Firstly, users' keys are derived from their names; so a user whose key is
compromised cannot be issued a new key, but only a copy of the same old compromised key. In addition, security labels (which in the medical context would
mean access control lists) are not protected and could thus be manipulated
by attackers. This is directly contrary to DTI guidance on protective security
marking [29].
Secondly, this fragility extends to the escrow aspects. In the GCHQ proposal
(and also in the Teesside and NWCS pilots as far as we can see), a single ocial
has the power to remove all the protection o ered by the cryptographic mechanisms. This is not a necessary attribute of escrow systems; the US government's
Clipper initiative, for example, uses two escrow agents so that a single rogue
ocial cannot completely break the system [27]. So even if key escrow eventually becomes a legal requirement, it is possible to implement it much more
safely than the IMG proposes to. Further problems with the GCHQ protocol
are described in [14].
Finally, IMG agreed at the July meeting that the protocols at least would
be public. It is of considerable concern that we have been supplied only with
project board minutes, not with technical documentation of the protocols that
have been implemented in the Teesside and NWCS pilots.

9 Other Credibility Problems
The IMG encryption strategy has been commented on in [12] and at the June
and July meetings mentioned above. Two particular areas of criticism were the
reasons for the choice of algorithm and a number of speci c points which we
believe are in error.
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9.1 Reasons for algorithm choice
At the June meeting, the BMA asked the IMG whether they had considered
encryption algorithms such as SAFER, WAKE and Blow sh. They admitted
looking at SAFER but had not heard of WAKE or Blow sh. This causes concern
for a number of reasons:









all three of these algorithms were unveiled at the same conference [2];
at the conference in question, about a dozen new cryptographic algorithms
were presented, only one of which has since been seriously broken [4]. The
annual successors to this conference have steadily been adding encryption
algorithms to the publicly available stock;
SAFER, WAKE and Blow sh are all described in the standard undergraduate textbook used at Cambridge and elsewhere [77];
all three are public domain and have had ocial source code published;
at the time the IMG strategy was written, WAKE held the record as
the fastest software encryption algorithm on which no shortcut attack
was known, and was thus a clear contender for use in medical imaging
applications. There is now a faster algorithm [22] but it is a derivative of
WAKE. As it was developed by PictureTel, it is likely to be widely used
in video applications;
Blow sh was the subject of extensive publicity, with a major computer
journal running a reward for attacks on it [76].

In view of this, we were unable to accept the IMG claim that strong encryption algorithms were not available, which was their declared reason for
recommending Red Pike. It was clear to us that the full range of candidate
encryption algorithms had not been properly considered. We pointed this out,
and also pointed out that triple DES has been in the public domain for years.
When this point was made, it was explained that the choice of algorithm
had been constrained by UK export regulations. However, this explanation is
not consistent with p 26 of the strategy which talks about the export prospects
of products developed according to the strategy with no mention of the export
controls issue; it also appears to clash with p 52 where export controls are
claimed to be a disadvantage of hardware as opposed to software cryptography.
When we pointed out that UK medical software is not exported, due to Read
coding and other features, it was explained that the choice had been constrained
by US rather than UK export regulations; that US companies operating in the
UK as NHS suppliers, such as AT&T, would not be allowed by the US state
department to use available algorithms such as triple DES even in products
created by its sta in the UK and sold only in the UK.
As the writer believed that this con icted with the statement on p 44 where
the availability of Red Pike to non-UK systems developers is stated to be require
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`more detailed discussions with CESG', he wrote to the minister responsible, Ian
Taylor, suggesting that UK crypto policy is being dictated by US requirements.
This was strongly denied [82]:
`for the record, I would like to stress that HMG Policy is not determined by US Government requirements. The desire to balance the
needs of business for strong cryptography, with the requirements of
law enforcement, has, and always will be, determined by the United
Kingdom national interest.'
We therefore seek clari cation of the following two points to determine
whether what we believe is implied can be explained, or preferably refuted,
with evidence and authority.
Firstly, as the IMG strategy states that 56 bit keys are inadequate for the
NHS (p 55), and as 56 bit crypto is the maximum that US companies can export
(even with escrow) we need to know how a supplier subject to US export controls
could possibly comply with the strategy.
The implication could be drawn that some deal might be done between the
British and American governments that would enable AT&T to sell products
in the UK using a 64 bit algorithm provided that the algorithm was Red Pike.
(This is not entirely clear; on p 57, the strategy states that `within the last 12
months, the position has changed. CESG has responded to the situation ... by
developing an algorithm known as Red Pike.' One might infer that the action
of CESG that remedied the alleged algorithm shortage was not the negotiation
of a deal with the US government, but the creation of Red Pike.)
Secondly, we need to know why the UK government can prevail on the US
government to give AT&T a dispensation for Red Pike, but could not also obtain
a dispensation for the use of a public domain algorithm of US design such as
triple-DES.
There are a number of other points of apparent confusion in the arguments
that the strategy presents for the adoption of Red Pike:






it is stated on p 61 that DES is only available to protect nancial trac.
This is incorrect; the DTI has stated categorically that DES (and for that
matter triple-DES) are unrestricted in domestic use [42]. Indeed, DES
is used in 600,000 gas meters in the UK, as well as garage door openers,
road toll tags and many other systems. It comes as a default in most
smartcards;
when we pointed this out at the June meeting, IMG claimed that DES
was protected by IBM patents. The relevant patent [32] expired some time
ago, and in any case IBM granted a royalty free licence for other people
to make and sell equipment using it [77];
Iit is also stated on p 56, that PGP would be undesirable since (inter
alia) its bulk encryption algorithm, IDEA, is subject to patent held by a
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Swiss company. On p 22 it criticises algorithms which are `not suciently
widely available (being controlled by a single vendor, or under other restrictions).' Yet the strategy then goes on to propose an algorithm from
a single supplier, namely GCHQ, and one that is apparently subject to
(unstated) restrictions (p 63).
It is also of interest that the US National Institute of Standards and Technology has initiated a process to nd a replacement for DES, which will be called
AES (the Advanced Encryption Standard) [63]. This will presumably become
an international standard and have an adverse impact on the marketability and
credibility of systems using Red Pike.
One further comment in the IMG strategy is revealing. On page 44, it states
that further discussions with GCHQ would be needed about `the possibility of
the NHS being allowed to use alternative algorithms' (our emphasis). We
shall return later to this point.

9.2 Technical and other errors
In addition to its lack of awareness of the cryptographic algorithms available
in the open literature, the IMG strategy contains what we believe are further
errors, of which the more obvious include the following.
1. The claim that digital signatures can only be generated using asymmetric
techniques (p 55 and p 61) is false. Lamport invented signatures based on
hash functions before any public key algorithms were published [30, 50],
and the military used authenticators based on concatenated encryption
by the 1970's [78]. The rst of these references is cited in a book written
by the IMG's senior adviser ([18] p 393). In recent years, there have been
many research results on this topic (see, e.g., [19]).
2. Another claim that by the strategy document that is not supported by
recent research is the assertion on p 57 that by `reason of very large scale,
it will be essential for the NHS to have a Key Management infrastructure
that includes the use of asymmetric key management methods'. This is
a non sequitur. The scalability of trust structures and mechanisms has
recently been widely discussed at research conferences, and it is now well
understood that both symmetric and asymmetric key management scale
in about the same way. Asymmetric systems may appear at rst sight
to be cheaper but this is only the case so long as the work undertaken
by users and the cost of a certi cate revocation service are excluded from
the calculation. Once they are included, both approaches cost each of n
principals about k log n e ort; no convincing evidence has been adduced
to show that the value of the constant k di ers signi cantly from one
technology to the other.
3. The claim that there are only two options for key management, namely
RSA and Die Hellman (p 21) is wrong. Even without reference to recent
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research, there is an established product called Kerberos that would be
a much cheaper option in the event that the IMG persists in its wish to
centralise key management in a small number of online servers. In fact,
the security architecture proposed by GCHQ, and which IMG appears to
be trying to adopt or adapt, gives no more functionality than Kerberos,
but at much greater cost.
The claim that TTPs will `add only a negligible amount of additional
network trac' is unconvincing. If, for example, the GCHQ protocol were
used, then the quantity of extra network trac could be considerable:
whenever two principals in di erent domains communicate, a reference
must be made to both of their TTPs to get a key of the day. IMG may
have intended that the whole of the NHS would be in a small number of
security domains; they have claimed that professional bodies such as the
GMC and the UKCC would be the TTPs [86]. In that case, the use of
the GCHQ protocol could mean that a doctor who exchanged messages
regularly with a nurse (perhaps in his own practice) would have to send
messages to both the GMC and the UKCC to obtain fresh key material
at the start of each day.
Various safety aspects are neglected. For example, the use of digital signatures to protect the integrity of clinical data will be best supported
by integration with clinical EDIFACT messages rather than by enclosing
these in an envelope. In the latter case, the signature may be discarded
before the message reaches the destination clinical system, and various
interactions with X.400 might also have to be considered. Both safety and
medico-legal considerations suggest that the digital signature facilities be
well integrated with clinical applications rather than hidden invisibly behind an application programming interface, as suggested by the IMG on
p 16 and at the June meeting.
The interaction with access control will probably require that both encryption and key management are also integrated with EDIFACT messages for
similar reasons.
The claim by the IMG at the July meeting that messages should be rst
encrypted and then signed is mistaken, as with many systems the signed
ciphertext can be decrypted to a di erent plaintext using a di erent key
[5]. Messages should rst be signed and then encrypted, just as letters are
rst signed and then sealed in an envelope. Quite apart from the technical
security reasons for this, signatures in healthcare often have to be veri ed
by third parties, who will not normally have access to the decryption keys
of the original recipient.
The strategy document makes a number of claims about PGP on p 56
which are incorrect, such as that it does not integrate well with standard
email packages. In fact, it is integrated with far more mail systems than
any other encryption program. It is also claimed to be unsuitable for
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a large organisation; yet the UK academic network, UKERNA, aims to
use it for its security infrastructure. The claim that PGP would need
modi cation by suppliers to support TTPs is also untrue [67].
The NHS strategy claims security advantages for unpublished algorithms,
but then suggests an algorithm that will be made available in software. As
shown by RC2 and RC4, it is only a matter of time before such algorithms
are reverse engineered and published. If IMG believes in the alleged advantages of unpublished algorithms, then logically their strategy should have
recommended an algorithm available only in tamper resistant hardware
such as Skipjack.
On p 23, the IMG strategy mentions that independent advice should be
taken on the strength of Red Pike. Yet on p 26 it states that the people
who evaluate the algorithm have to be acceptable to its owners. Independence can be hard to achieve under these circumstances.
The strategy's overall view that security is largely a matter of algorithm
choice is mistaken. The engineering aspects are far more important [3]
and these are largely neglected in the strategy.
The claim on p 50 that cryptography must be done at either the link
or the application layer is wrong; session level encryption is common, and
network layer encryption is about to be introduced to the Internet through
IPSEC. In addition, the claim on p 51 that end-to-end security services
can be located between the link and network layer is incorrect. There is
further lack of clarity over the layer at which encryption will take place,
and compatibility between services at di erent layers, in the following few
pages and between there and p 53.
the claim on p 28 that `increasingly NHS users will be using smart cards
for system access' is a surprise, given the IMG decision to endorse nonsmartcard authentication devices from SecurID and Digital Pathways for
remote login, and pilots of medical records using optical rather than smart
cards.
The implication that there will be a National Public Key Infrastructure
that will manage all cryptographic keys in Britain may re ect the desires
of GCHQ but is impractical [12].
Further unsupported minor assumptions in the strategy include:




that health care managers, rather than clinical professionals, are responsible for the security of personal health information (p 41);
that contracting data is not identi able (p 43);
that only two principals will ever be party to a secure session (p 57),
which would exclude secure electronic case conferences.
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10 What is the IMG strategy for?
At the July meeting, the BMA was o ered two separate explanations of the
IMG strategy document. The rst was that it covered the rami cations of
using cryptography. It fails to do that because it does not tackle the critical
issue of escrow.
The second was that an architecture had been proposed for cryptography
in the NHS. This is true insofar as the report steers the NHS towards adopting
the GCHQ strategy for secure email (or some close variant).
The stated terms of reference in the strategy document were on IMG's admission varied to downgrade the importance of digital signature. What other
variations were there?
The original terms of reference also asked:








what crypto should be used for. This is answered only in general terms;
the costs and bene ts. The costs are wrong, and placating medical concerns about protecting patients' privacy appears to be seen as the main
bene t;
the available standards and products. The only available product discussed appears to be PGP, and the assessment given of it is inaccurate;
the additional costs of central provision. These are not discussed, and the
more realistic option of distributed provision of digital signature, encryption and certi cation services is not even mentioned;
for a study team including people with a sound understanding of the
NHS and the technology; especially the complexity of NHS management
arrangements, variety of systems, available products, and the complexity
of key management in very large decentralised organisations. This is also
lacking.

However, on page 6 the strategy provides a completely separate set of terms
of reference: to examine contexts for encryption and other security services;
to describe suitable techniques; to identify impacts on various parties; and to
discuss an implementation approach. It is dicult to understand why one single
IMG strategy document contains two so di erent terms of reference, one in the
appendix and one in the body of the text. However, assuming that the version
in the body of the text is the real terms of reference within which the experts
were instructed to work, then the strategy can still be criticised. In our view,
it does not examine the contexts in which encryption would be required with
any completeness or accuracy; it does not describe suitable techniques; it does
not identify and describe the costs and other impacts with any precision; and
it contains no practical guidance on implementation. The proposals actually
made are in our view wrong in almost every detail.
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The in uence that GCHQ had on the evolution of the IMG strategy ought to
be stated clearly together with supporting documentation. We are told that the
`national interest in protection of person identi able data' led to consultation
with GCHQ's protective organisation, CESG. Yet the national authority for
personal information is not CESG but the Data Protection Registrar | who
has waged a long battle against the intelligence services over whether these
services should register under the Data Protection Act [34].
It is further stated that `CESG's advice has been most helpful and, while
not leading to the introduction of any speci c functionality into the recommended NWN key management infrastructure, has in uenced the recommendations made in this report so that they allow for this possibility' (of interworking
with a future national key management infrastructure).
There is also the remark (mentioned above) that the NHS would have to
talk with CESG about \the possibility of ... being allowed to use alternative
algorithms". Who is doing the allowing here, and under what law or regulation?
According to the DTI, the use of cryptography within the UK is completely
unrestricted [42], so we must insist that the authority for the statement quoted
above is clearly identi ed. Which minister will be concerned with `allowing' the
use of alternative algorithms? Under what law or regulation will the minister
be exercising that power?
When the director of CESG, Andrew Saunders, appeared at an MoD sponsored meeting to sell the TTP programme on the 26th June, he was asked
whether his department had advised the Department of Health that the IMG
strategy was sound, or whether they had at least had sight of it before its release. The question was not answered on that occasion, but we must insist that
it is answered now.
Common sense suggests the following explanation. GCHQ wished to promote its `secure' email protocol (as admitted in [24]). It involved the IMG
and the NHS Executive as government agencies (strategy p 16: `NHS would
represent a large user community, and this size of market would encourage the
development of an active and competitive market in Red Pike products'). A
policy decision was taken to use the GCHQ approved o ering in the National
Health Service, and the production of the IMG strategy document was an exercise in collecting arguments to provide ex post facto justi cation for this. The
fact that the NHS Executive, a central government department, commissioned
the report quite clearly constrained its authors, despite the lack of clarity over
the report's remit.
The IMG cryptography strategy is consistent with this explanation, in which
central government interests rather than individual patient privacy are paramount.
Such an explanation also sheds light on why the IMG repeatedly assured the
BMA that the pilots would not support key escrow, and yet went ahead with it
none the less.
However, the whole GCHQ approach to securing email is inappropriate in
the health care context, as are the arguments advanced in the IMG strategy to
support its adoption.
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11 Conclusion
The debate over security in NHS networking originally arose because of doctors'
growing concern that many systems being built or proposed by IMG on behalf
of the NHS Executive made large quantities of personal health information
available centrally to administrators and other persons who are not clinicians,
are not involved directly in the care of individual patients, and do not have the
consent of patients to share this information. These systems include but are not
limited to Clearing, HES, administrative registers, prescription pricing, and a
growing number of disease speci c databases.
Part of the Department of Health's response to this concern was the IMG
strategy for cryptography. Unfortunately, as set out above, this strategy will
not overcome the dangers of centralising personal health information, and it will
not protect it from clandestine access by the police, bene t agencies, social work
departments and other government bodies. On these grounds alone it is unlikely
to win the trust of either professions or the public, both of which are essential if
the NHS is to enjoy the bene ts that networked clinical systems could bring. It
is also unacceptable for a large number of detailed technical and other reasons.
What is needed is an architecture, based on open systems and standards
where possible, that re ects the structure of trust in existing practice; which
supports digital signatures for safety and encryption for privacy; which supports
access controls of the type described in the BMA security policy; which has not
been weakened to allow undetected intrusion by police and other government
agencies; and takes into account the information technologies actually used or
about to be introduced by British healthcare providers.
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